DART Aerospace debuts its new Approved Maintenance Center network with emphasis on safety,
savings, and efficiency at Heli-Expo 2016.
Hawkesbury – (February 24, 2016)

DART’s new Approved Maintenance Center network will make its official debut at Heli-Expo 2016. DART will showcase its success
stories on landing gear, emergency flotation equipment and repair & overhaul services, reinforcing DART’s dedication to innovation,
technology and efficiency.

DART’s increased focus on the AW139 helicopter will reveal new cutting-edge products such as the Heavy Duty Heli-Access-Steps, the
High Capacity Cargo Net and the Quick Release Maintenance Steps. DART will continue to prove its industry leadership for lightweight
flotation equipment with increased accessibility and deployment speed that can help to saves lives when seconds count. See how you
can benefit from up to 130 lbs weight reduction on your AW139 and maximize loading operations with over 30% of extra cargo
capacity. Also learn how you can reduce your maintenance burden with up to 50% less inspections on your AW139 emergency float
systems.

Come by DART’s BOOTH #7143 at Heli-Expo 2016 in Louisville, Kentucky, on March 1st at 3:00 pm to join DART Aerospace in celebrating
the announcement of our new Approved Maintenance Center network (AMC). We are proud to partner with this privileged group who
are leaders in their regions and were carefully selected by DART based on their market reach and quality of service. Our partners will
be honoured at our cocktail so join in our celebration and learn more about the AMC Network.
Better yet, have a drink on us! See you there!

ABOUT DART AEROSPACE
DART Aerospace is "Mission Ready". A privately held aerospace company, we provide industry-leading design, manufacturing and
market-certified solutions for the helicopter and aerospace industry. With an impressive line-up of over 700 STC's and 5,000 products,
DART offers a comprehensive portfolio of: aftermarket products, accessories, spare parts and tools for civil and military operators, all
major rotorcraft OEMs, completion centers and MR&O facilities. DART's key products include: flotation systems, landing gears, interior
and exterior accessories, cargo expansion, external loads, cable cutters and filters. All this, in addition to extensive engineering
capabilities and manufacturing centers delivering fast time-to-market solutions with superior customer support in over 120 countries
worldwide.
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